
1. Introduction
The need for robust coastal hazard predictions has grown considerably due to coastal population growth and re-
cent disasters resulting from extreme storm events (Neumann et al., 2015). Observed global sea level rise (SLR) 
(Nerem et al., 2018) and the consensus expectation of accelerated SLR in the future (e.g., Sweet et al., 2017) 
further motivate research efforts to quantify spatial and temporal exposure to future coastal flood and erosion 
hazards. Numerous efforts have focused on the development and application of high-fidelity, but computationally 
expensive, numerical modeling suites to quantify the impacts of specific storm events (e.g., Barnard et al., 2019; 
Bilskie et al., 2014; Dietrich et al., 2011; Hsu et al., 2018; Warner et al., 2010; Wolf, 2009) or use output from 
a limited number of dynamically downscaled multi-decadal general circulation models (GCMs) (e.g., Muis 
et al., 2020). Other work has investigated statistical approaches to generate 1,000s of multivariate combinations 
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of waves, sea levels, precipitation, and river flows that could compound to create future extreme events (e.g., 
Callaghan et al., 2008; Moftakhari et al., 2017; Serafin & Ruggiero, 2014; Wahl & Chambers, 2015), enabling an 
estimate of the intrinsic variability within climate-dependent processes. Although such statistical approaches can 
be computationally efficient, they do not account for the nonlinear feedbacks between processes that a numerical 
model resolves, which can have significant effects on the future water levels and ultimate hazard prediction. Re-
cent efforts have highlighted the benefits of incorporating both lines of research into hybrid dynamical-statistical 
frameworks that more accurately capture the magnitude of the compound hazard while still providing enough 
realizations to quantify natural variability (e.g., Moftakhari et al., 2019; Serafin, Ruggerio, Parker, et al., 2019). 
This study uses surrogate modeling, a form of machine learning (e.g., Goldstein et al., 2019), to develop such 
a hybrid methodology. The hybrid framework leverages statistically derived hypothetical coastal climates, pro-
jected SLR curves, and numerically modeled flood and wave simulations to predict many iterations of possible 
future water levels.

The expectation of further SLR has led to a large body of literature projecting increasing frequencies of ex-
treme still water levels (ESLs) and the resulting flooding (e.g., Sweet & Park, 2014; Wahl et al., 2017). Coastal 
flooding is a broad term used to describe flooding that occurs at the land-sea boundary. However, this integrated 
hazard is a consequence of many constructively and destructively interfering oceanographic, atmospheric, and 
hydrologic drivers. Physical processes contributing to future flooding include glacial melt processes (slowly 
occurring over centuries) (e.g., Fox-Kemper et al., 2021), regional sea level anomalies due to large-scale climate 
oscillations (interannual to inter-decadal variability) (e.g., Barnard et al., 2015, 2017; Merrifield et al., 2012; 
Wahl & Chambers, 2016), storm events driving surge as well as large wave runup (weather-band timescale) (e.g., 
Marcos et al., 2019; Vousdoukas et al., 2018), and tidal forcings (hourly to interannual fluctuations) (e.g., Ray 
& Foster,  2016). Future flooding frequencies, tipping points, and hazard exposures are often quantified with 
data-driven extreme value analyses relying on the historical still water level provided by tide gauge records (e.g., 
Moftakhari et al., 2017; Sweet & Park, 2014). Projections derived from such methods fundamentally assume they 
have observed the full range of variability in underlying forcing. However, historical records are relatively short 
and have only observed a limited number of meteorologic and climatic extremes that produce compound flood 
events. Consequently, methods that assume observed distributions of ESLs are a stationary process superimposed 
on SLR curves can be insufficient for projecting compound extremes (R. E. Kopp et al., 2019).

Limitations associated with relatively short observation records can be addressed by statistically generating hypo-
thetical time series of each individual component contributing to the compounding nearshore hazard (e.g., Serafin 
& Ruggiero, 2014), or by dynamically downscaling hypothetical futures from GCMs (e.g., Muis et al., 2020). Re-
cently developed statistical frameworks have demonstrated the ability to form explicit links between the climate 
drivers and contributing water level processes (D. Anderson et al., 2019) while deriving chronological behavior 
necessary for coupling with time-dependent processes such as geomorphic models (Cagigal et al., 2020). How-
ever, limitations are introduced by initially separating compounding processes and assuming that a cumulative 
hazard can be created by linear superposition during simulation. This assumption is particularly problematic on 
the open coast where empirical estimates are used for wave runup elevations that simplify beach topography and 
neglect dune configurations (Gallien, 2016; Stockdon et al., 2014). Such statistical projections are also typically 
limited to a single point in space (i.e., a tide gauge) and thus cannot provide the alongshore varying hazard predic-
tions possible with numerical models. Decision frameworks for open coast stakeholders are thus in need of new 
approaches that consider both statistical methods quantifying the stochastic nature of compounding processes 
and dynamical methods for deriving alongshore varying environmental conditions interacting with varying beach 
topographies.

Surrogate models, also referred to as metamodels, are predictive models (e.g., neural networks, logistic regres-
sions, decision trees, etc.; Goldstein et al., 2019) that learn the response of a subset of conditions run through a 
numerical simulator to then predict the response during other conditions with greater computational efficiency 
relative to the original simulator. In coastal applications, surrogate models have been applied in multiple loca-
tions for hurricane storm surge predictions (Jia & Taflanidis, 2013; Jia et al., 2016) and have shown promise 
for storm-induced geomorphic response of dunes (Santos et al., 2019). Until recently these efforts have been 
limited in application to emulating storm events (i.e., maximum surge during a storm) with the surrogate model 
predicting a non-tidal residual due to atmospheric variables (i.e., minimum pressure, storm speed, and storm 
angle of approach) (Resio et al., 2009). Parker et al. (2019) demonstrated that with the proper tailoring of an 
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ADCIRC + SWAN simulator, a surrogate model could use offshore wave, water level, and atmospheric obser-
vations to efficiently hindcast decades of continuous hourly water levels and wave heights within a large estuary. 
The advancement from individual storm event emulation to continuous time emulation enables a wide range of 
questions to be addressed with respect to time-dependent flooding on management time scales, including recur-
rence intervals, nuisance flooding thresholds, and individual event characteristics such as the relative contribu-
tions of specific forcing parameters and their chronological behavior within the event.

In this work, we extend the methodology of Parker et al. (2019) by numerically resolving surf zone dynamics and 
wave-induced flooding resulting from wave runup and dune overtopping. We also tailor the surrogate model to 
be forced by the same dimensionality as a stochastic climate model that downscales large-scale climate variability 
to time series of hypothetical local waves, water levels, and atmospheric conditions (D. Anderson et al., 2019). In 
this sense, rather than a hindcast making use of observed boundary conditions, we apply the dynamic surrogate 
model to hypothetical realizations of coastal ocean boundary conditions in order to quantify potential future wa-
ter levels. The framework is computationally efficient, allowing for multiple SLR scenarios, hundreds of future 
iterations of large-scale El Niño Southern Oscillations, and thousands of storm events to be simulated while inter-
acting with different tide cycles and different swell signatures originating from distinct wave generation regions.

This study demonstrates a complete framework that includes running several hundred numerical simulations, 
creating and validating multiple kinds of surrogate model products, and applying stochastic climate time series to 
project potential future flood risk (Figure 1). Section 2 introduces the study site, San Diego, CA, including both 
the previously developed numerical modeling framework and the climate model output used to generate southern 
California coastal conditions. Section 3 reviews the creation of surrogate models by Gaussian Process Regression 
(GPR) and the design of a simplified numerical simulator to emulate local environmental conditions. Section 4 
validates the surrogate models for water levels and wave-induced nearshore dynamics using observations from 
in-situ deployments. The discussion in Section 5 synthesizes how this novel framework projects the frequency 
and severity of open coast hazards such that coastal managers can prepare for future conditions.

2. Study Site, Numerical Model Setup, and Observations
2.1. Naval Base Coronado, San Diego, CA

In this study, multiple surrogate models are developed for flooding hazards at Naval installations in San Diego, 
CA, where erosion has removed the natural dune system and the Navy maintains a constructed beach berm to pro-
tect the base from wave-induced flooding. The study area includes the open beach front extending from Coronado 
Beach south to the Naval Amphibious Base Coronado, as well as back-bay shorelines around the Naval Air Sta-
tion and into San Diego Bay (Figure 2). The open ocean beaches are composed of median grain size of 0.20 mm 
and an average beach slope of 0.03 with local variability (Ludka et al., 2015). Annual average wave heights are 
2.25 m in deep water but vary seasonally with larger waves in the winter and smaller in the summer (O’Reilly 
et al., 2016). Nearshore waves often exhibit signatures of multi-modal spectra due to the predominant influence of 
long period swells from both the southern and northern hemispheres and resulting refraction patterns caused by 
offshore islands (Hegermiller et al., 2017; Pawka, 1983). However, locally generated wind waves can contribute 
as much as 40% to the total energy spectrum and the orientation of Coronado spit relative to Point Loma also 
results in alongshore varying wave exposure due to headland shadowing (Crosby et al., 2016).

2.2. CoSMoS Numerical Model

The Coastal Storm Modeling System (CoSMoS) was developed by the United States Geological Survey (USGS) 
in collaboration with Deltares for the purpose of projecting 21st century flood hazard maps in southern California 
(L. Erikson et al., 2018; O’Neill et al., 2018). Regional and locally nested grids of dynamically integrated SWAN 
(Simulating Waves Nearshore, Delft University of Technology), WaveWatch3, and Delft3D-FLOW models 
downscale tide, surge, and wave dynamics from deep water to the shoreline. High resolution nearshore grids are 
used to resolve harbors, bays, estuaries, and overland flow (finest resolution 5 m by 15 m). Cross-shore XBeach 
(hydrostatic) model (eXtreme Beach: Roelvink et al., 2009) transects at ∼100 m alongshore resolution are used 
to simulate long-wave dominated surf zone processes and thus wave runup and overtopping-induced flooding not 
produced by Delft3D (Roelvink et al., 2009). XBeach transects begin in ∼15 m water depths where wave spectra 
and water levels are passed in a loosely coupled fashion from Delft3D and SWAN (Figure 2). The original model 
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development integrated GCM output of select storm events intended to represent both rare (the 100-year event) 
and common (the annual event) return period meteorological storms simulated on multiple SLR scenarios (L. 
H. Erikson et al., 2018). See Barnard et al. (2014, 2016) and O’Neill et al. (2018) for further details regarding 
digital terrain model sources, validation, and CoSMoS's numerous products generated throughout California. 
This study utilizes a subset of the full CoSMoS model, specifically running the Delft3D, SWAN, and XBeach 
components relevant for San Diego. The offshore edge of the model domain is in deep-water (>1,200 m), with 
the onshore edge located in elevated backshore terrains not likely to ever experience flooding. Focusing on San 

Figure 1. Conceptual flow diagram of the inputs and methods incorporated into the hybrid framework developed in this study. The top three rows comprise the 
generation of hypothetical time series of environmental conditions for San Diego, CA. The bottom two rows highlight the creation of a library of CoSMoS simulations 
optimally chosen from the hypothetical time series to generate surrogate models that can predict water levels at all times.
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Diego sub-domains drastically reduced the computational power needed for a single simulation, allowing this 
study to increase the number of event simulations by an order of magnitude compared to previous CoSMoS ef-
forts (from O[10s] to O[100s]). Boundary conditions provided to the model domain are discussed in Section 3.3.

2.3. Stochastic Climate Emulator

The time-varying emulator for short and long-term analysis of coastal flooding (TESLA-flood), a stochastic cli-
mate emulator introduced by D. Anderson et al. (2019), was applied to derive boundary conditions for CoSMoS. 
All necessary python codes and documentation can be found at the GitHub page https://github.com/anderdyl/
teslaCoSMoS (https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5055555). TESLA uses observations of basic climate drivers such 
as sea surface temperature (SST), outgoing longwave radiation (OLR), and sea level pressure (SLP) as predictors, 
X, for local-scale predictands, Y, including oceanographic and atmospheric forcings (Figure 1). The framework is 
based on the fundamental assumptions that synoptic weather is both:

1.  A driver of local environmental conditions (e.g., the weather on any given day drives the winds generating 
ocean waves and the atmospheric pressures producing regional water level anomalies)

2.  A localized expression of large-scale climate such that the probability of observing any particular kind of 
weather system is modulated by processes slowly varying on longer timescales (e.g., storm intensities and 
tracks are inherently related to ocean temperatures, upper atmosphere wind shear, and seasonality in solar 
energy input)

Figure 2. Study map of San Diego, CA, including notable landmarks for reference within the text. Tide gauges and wave 
record locations are denoted by black dots, XBeach transects in orange (light orange for the transect with in-situ validation 
observations), and the landward extent of the hydrodynamic and wave numerical models (blue patch).

https://github.com/anderdyl/teslaCoSMoS
https://github.com/anderdyl/teslaCoSMoS
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5055555
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Chronological climate behavior is simulated by turning the predictors into categorical proxies representative of 
large-scale climate oscillations (e.g., El Niño Southern Oscillation, Madden Julian Oscillation, and seasonality) 
via weather typing. Weather Typing consists of principal component analysis of X(lon, lat, time) patterns and 
K-means clustering of resulting empirical orthogonal function's temporal amplitudes (Camus et al., 2014). This 
is applied on an annual scale to SST patterns in the equatorial Pacific Ocean to identify years with similar ocean 
temperature structure, defined as six different Annual Weather Types (AWT). Intra-seasonal atmospheric vari-
ability affecting daily weather is similarly derived from the last 40 years of observed equatorial OLR to create 
eight Intra-seasonal Weather Types (IWT). Forward propagation of synthetic AWT and IWT spatial patterns by 
Markov chains creates temporal variability consistent with the El Niño Southern Oscillation and the Madden Ju-
lian Oscillation. However, the synthetic climates contain timing, magnitude, and phase relationships between the 
two dominant climate oscillations not seen in the relatively short historical record (see D. Anderson et al. (2019) 
for extensive details regarding climate time series construction).

Representative daily synoptic weather patterns for the entire extent of the Pacific Ocean are derived from the 
1979 to 2019 SLP record provided by the Climate Forecast System Reanalysis (CFSR) from the National Center 
for Environmental Prediction (NCEP). Historical tropical cyclones in the eastern Pacific Ocean were identi-
fied in the International Best Track Archive (IBTrACS) and classified into categorical variables depending on 
Saffir-Simpson scale. All remaining SLP patterns were converted to categorical daily weather types (DWT) via 
weather typing to create 42 total synoptic weather patterns. Chronological prediction of synthetic DWT(t) time 
series is performed by an auto-regressive logistic (ALR) model contingent on synthetic time series of AWTs, 
IWTs, and seasonality (Guanche et al., 2014). Each DWT is associated with unique probability distributions of 
Y consisting of generalized extreme value distributions fit to historical observations fi(Y). The complete dimen-
sionality of Y includes the East-West and North-South components of wind (U, V), atmospheric pressure at mean 
sea level (PMSL), monthly mean sea level anomalies (ηMMSLA), and offshore wave heights, periods and directions 
for swell partitions from the northern hemisphere (NH), southern hemisphere (SH), and locally generated winds 
(SEA). The joint probabilities of Y are defined by copulas specific to each DWTi. Copulas identify correlation 
after transforming each marginal distribution to a uniform distribution (Rasmussen & Williams, 2006). A wide 
range of copula families exist, each providing different advantages for capturing dependence structures and tail 
relationships. Gaussian copulas were shown to ensure realistic co-occurrence for wave and surge conditions in 
San Diego in D. Anderson et al. (2019) and previous works (e.g., Rueda et al., 2016). Gaussian copulas are ideal 
for high dimensional problems; however they are elliptically symmetric about the diagonal and asymptotically 
independent and thus not perfect representations of the correlations in Y.

During simulations, hypothetical DWT chronologies are filled with plausible environmental parameters by ran-
domly sampling from the appropriate DWT's copula and interpolating to hourly conditions consistent with his-
torically observed storm hydrographs (wave ramp-up and ramp-down during a storm). The complete output 
from TESLA includes those variables in the copulas plus tides and monthly mean sea levels due to SST changes 
associated with ENSO (Figure 4). Specifically, the tidal amplitudes are composed of the leading eight constitu-
ents and a modifying 18.6 year period oscillation forward-predicted for the 21st century with the T-Tides toolbox 
(Pawlowicz et al., 2002), and thus neglecting potential changes in tidal amplitudes and propagation character-
istics resulting from SLR (Ray & Foster, 2016). The monthly mean sea level contains both seasonal cycles and 
variability induced by ENSO SST anomalies. The efficient statistical modeling approach can directly simulate 
compound events not observed in the historical record, better constraining the magnitude of extremes that can 
occur at a location which experiences multivariate flooding. TESLA also chronologically orders those conditions 
on an hourly time-step such that return periods of flood magnitudes can be quantified for the present-day and 
for future climates considering SLR and tidal variability. The stochastic nature of the approach results in many 
unique realizations of coastal conditions that can occur within the same large-scale climate, which inherently 
quantifies the variability and thus uncertainty in extremes.

TESLA was intentionally developed to use SLPs and SSTs as fundamental drivers because they are both observa-
ble in the real world as well as output products simulated by GCMs. GCMs are constantly improving with respect 
to the inclusion of more process-based physics and their ability to hindcast historical climates, suggesting frame-
works that make direct use of their output will continue to be relevant throughout the 21st century. However, the 
weather and climate pattern projections presently produced by GCMs contain considerable variability between 
models (e.g., disagreements concerning the affect that different model configurations have on the magnitude and 
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frequency of future ENSO cycles; Marjani et al., 2019; Stevenson et al., 2021). Rather than folding this high 
degree of uncertainty into this study, results hereafter contain climate variability statistically consistent with 
historically observed oscillations. Larger magnitude El Niños and more extreme storm conditions than histori-
cally observed are still generated by sampling from GEVs fit to historical conditions. To this end, the potential 
changes in storminess patterns associated with varying degrees of global warming are not included in this study, 
but the approach has been developed such that SLP outputs from GCMs can be incorporated into future work. 
The effect of different warming scenarios are instead indirectly accounted for through the inclusion of several re-
gional SLR scenarios generated by an inter-agency task force to inform coastal risk management tools at regional 
scales for the entire U.S. coastline (Sweet et al., 2017). Sweet et al. (2017) account for processes driving vertical 
land motion (subsidence, sediment compaction, and groundwater extraction) in the San Diego region to create 
five SLR scenarios with varying probabilities of occurrence for each Shared Socio-Economic Pathway (SSP). 
Three scenarios are considered in this work, referred to in Figure 3 by their scenario name in the original report. 
Medium-confidence sea level projections in 2100 derived from the 2021 IPCC Sixth Assessment are provided 
for reference (Fox-Kemper et al., 2021; Garner et al., 2021). Coastal forcing used in this study thus accounts for 
both climate change induced SLR and chronological synoptic weather conditions that preserve time-dependent 
intra-seasonal to interannual climate variability.

2.4. Observational Data

This study requires multiple data sets for the purposes of developing CoSMoS boundary conditions and for 
local-scale model validation via instrument deployments. Input to the climate emulator described in Section 2.3 
includes both ocean and atmospheric reanalysis products. Wave forcing from 1979 to 2015 was derived from 
the GOW2 historical reanalysis of Perez et al. (2017) and was separated into one local wind sea (SEA) and two 
swell partitions generated in the Northern (NH) and Southern (SH) Hemispheres using the approach developed 
by (Rueda et al., 2017):

𝑆𝑆(𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝑓𝑓) = 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆(𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝑓𝑓) + 𝑆𝑆𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 (𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝑓𝑓) + 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑁𝑁 (𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝑓𝑓) (1)

where SNH(f, ϕ) and SSH(f, ϕ) are calculated by aggregating all wave trains between 240°  <  D  <  360° and 
140° < D < 240°, respectively where D is the mean wave direction. Regional winds and atmospheric sea level 
pressures from 1979 to 2018 were provided by CFSR. Water level observations for both the outer coast and within 
San Diego Bay were provided by two tide gauges operated by the National Ocean and Atmospheric Adminis-
tration (NOAA) (station 9410 230 located on a pier in La Jolla, CA, and station 941 017 located in the northeast 
corner of San Diego Bay). The still water level, SWL, recorded at the gauges was separated into its constitutive 
components following (Serafin & Ruggiero, 2014):

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 𝑆𝑆 = 𝜂𝜂𝑀𝑀𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 + 𝜂𝜂𝐴𝐴 + 𝜂𝜂SE + 𝜂𝜂𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐴𝐴 + 𝜂𝜂𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 (2)

Figure 3. Tide gauge-derived historical sea level rise (black) and three projected sea level rise curves from Sweet 
et al. (2017) for San Diego, CA. Projected SLR in 2100 derived from the IPCC sixth Assessment are provided to the right 
hand side for SSPs-2.6, −4.5, and −8.5 with boxes signifying the 17th to 83rd percentiles and whiskers representing 5th to 
95th percentiles (Fox-Kemper et al., 2021).
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where ηMSL is the mean sea level relative to some reference datum, ηA is the astronomical tide, ηSE is an intra-an-
nual seasonal water level variation, ηMMSLA is the monthly mean sea level variability, and ηSS is the storm surge 
signal resulting from atmospheric pressure variability and wind setup.

Validation of the XBeach surrogate models in the nearshore was performed with both a locally downscaled wave 
hindcast (MOnitoring and Prediction System (MOPS) (O’Reilly et al., 2016)) and in-situ measurements from 
six pressure sensors deployed in the surf zone fronting the NABC between January and April 2018. MOPS is 

Figure 4. Example time series of CoSMoS boundary conditions provided by TESLA. (a) astronomical tides, (b) regional monthly sea level anomalies, (c) atmospheric 
pressure at sea level, (d) nearshore winds magnitudes, (e) wind directions, (f) wave heights, (g) wave periods, and (h) wave directions. Wave parameters in (f), (g), and 
(h) are presented as components from the Northern Hemisphere (NH), Southern Hemisphere (SH), and local wind sea (SEA).
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specifically tailored to account for the local sea states and swells interfering in the southern California bight by 
assimilating and transforming a network of coastal buoys to provide wave information in 10 meters of water since 
2000 (data from the Coastal Data Information Program (CDIP) at Scripps Institution of Oceanography). Sensor 
locations during the nearshore deployment included one instrument approximately 350 m offshore at the edge 
of the surf zone and −8.0 m relative to mean sea level (MSL). Five more sensors spanned the inner surf zone 
and swash zone in 10 m cross-shore horizontal increments at vertical heights of −1.12, −0.55, −0.45, 0.15, and 
0.75 m, respectively. Pressure recordings were made with buried paros sensors sampling at 2 Hz.

3. Surrogate Modeling Techniques
Surrogate modeling was introduced in the 1970s (Blanning, 1975) and is now widely used across the physi-
cal sciences, medical industries, economics, and for automation of machinery or computer decisions (Razavi 
et al., 2012). The basic concept is to choose a set of representative scenarios as inputs to a simulator, and sub-
sequently fit a statistical function to the observed relations between the simulator's inputs and outputs. With 
respect to coastal applications, the simulator is often taken as the inputs and outputs from a dynamic numerical 
model, with many different statistical methods used as the function mimicking dynamical behavior. Nearshore 
wave predictions from ensembles of SWAN simulations have been emulated with look-up tables (LUT) and lin-
ear interpolation schemes (Allan et al., 2015), radial basis functions (Camus et al., 2011; Gouldby et al., 2014), 
Gaussian process regressions (Pullen et al., 2018), and artificial neural networks (James et al., 2018). Similarly, 
storm surge predictions have been emulated with surge response functions (SRFs) (Irish et al., 2011), Gaussian 
process regression (Jia et al., 2016; Parker et al., 2019), artificial neural networks (Kim et al., 2015), and random 
forests (Tadesse et al., 2020). More recently, hybrid frameworks considering multiple loosely-coupled numerical 
models have used surrogate models to investigate the compound flooding resulting from tropical cyclone induced 
surge coupled with rainfall runoff (Bass & Bedient, 2018) and estuary water levels coupled with river discharg-
es (Serafin, Ruggerio, Parker, et al., 2019). This study uses Gaussian process regression (GPR), also known as 
kriging, to emulate water levels from Delft3D as well as loosely coupled XBeach simulations of the surf zone 
(explained further in Section 3.2).

3.1. Selection of Training Cases

All surrogate models are effectively interpolation/extrapolation schemes. Based on model results from a subset 
of input scenarios, they infer likely outcomes for new input scenarios. Many space filling strategies exist for 
choosing the optimal subset of conditions to improve interpolation (i.e., stratified sampling, cluster sampling, 
equal probability sampling, etc.) (Camus et al., 2011). Ideally, the selected training cases (commonly referred to 
as design points) span the entire range of variability in potential inputs, allowing for more constrained interpo-
lation as opposed to extrapolation. This study has the advantage of a priori knowing 1,000s of different combi-
nations of offshore conditions produced by the climate emulator (TESLA), which provides the full variability of 
conditions we would like to provide to the surrogate models. A Maximum Dissimilarity Algorithm (MDA) was 
applied to 100,000 years of simulated conditions created by simulating a hundred years of hourly conditions 250 
times each for the three different SLR projections described above (Sweet et al., 2017) as well as 250 simulations 
with no sea level rise applied. The MDA algorithm identified 600 design points, defined in this framework as 
Zn where n = (1,...,600). MDA uses an iterative approach to identify the next point in the data set that is most 
dissimilar (calculating Euclidean distances in multi-dimensional space) from the already selected points (Camus 
et al., 2011). It tends to initially identify outliers and progressively adds design points located within the center 
of the multi-dimensional space. The sampling technique orders the cases chosen by importance for filling the 
dimensional space, which allows for assessments of the output sensitivity to the size of the library of dynamical 
runs (addressed in Supporting Information S1) while also concentrating sampling points in multi-dimensional 
space where there is a higher density of intended simulation points.

3.2. Gaussian Process Regression

Gaussian process regression is a supervised machine learning approach that is non-parametric and highly gener-
alizable such that many other surrogate model formulations collapse to a GPR formulation under specific circum-
stances (i.e., neural networks and radial basis functions; Anjyo and Lewis (2011)). GPRs are commonly referred 
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to as a distribution over functions, which governs how every point in the input space is related (Rasmussen & 
Williams, 2006). The key assumption in GPRs is that all data provided for training can be represented as a sample 
of a multivariate Gaussian distribution defined by a mean, μ, and covariance function, σ, usually referred to as 
a kernel. The infinite number of functions that could define the input space are constrained by the data through 
Bayesian inference,

𝑃𝑃 (𝜃𝜃𝑌𝑌 |𝑍𝑍) =
𝑃𝑃 (𝑍𝑍|𝜃𝜃𝑌𝑌 ) × 𝑃𝑃 (𝜃𝜃𝑌𝑌 )

𝑃𝑃 (𝑍𝑍) (3)

where P(θY|Z) is the posterior function, P(Z|θY) is the likelihood distribution, P(Z) is the prior, and θY encom-
passes the parameter values of a Gaussian (μ, σ)for each input dimension Y. The final posterior is the mean of 
all functions which pass through the constraining points (and thus has an associated uncertainty related to the 
variability of the functions).

Mean functions can cover a wide range of complexities, from constant zeros to high order polynomials indi-
vidually tailored to each input dimension. Kernels can similarly exhibit a wide range of complexities, with the 
most common being exponential, squared exponential, and Matern functions (Rasmussen & Williams, 2006). 
The Matern 5/2 kernel formulation produced the smallest errors in each surrogate model developed in this study,
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where d is the Euclidean distance, and l is a length scale. The function is effectively a product of an exponen-
tial and a polynomial, and is twice differentiable. The Matern kernel was also previously demonstrated to per-
form well in coastal water level predictions with a similar number of dimensions (Parker et al., 2019). Specifics 
regarding optimization of hyperparameters, mean functions, and feature relevance are provided in Supporting 
Information S1.

3.3. Simulator Design

Surrogate models, M, map the full dimensionality of input parameters to desired output. If the training library 
includes a high degree of complexity and variability across each case's inputs, then more dimensions are neces-
sary in the surrogate model. As more dimensions are added, the library of cases must become large enough to 
include the necessary range of variability across each input variable. Minimizing the number of dimensions and 
overall complexity in the simulator is the first step in creating a quality surrogate model. Common assumptions 
include uniform offshore wave spectra boundary forcing (Gouldby et al., 2014), uniform and stationary water 
levels neglecting tides (Jia et al., 2016), and steady state forcing to allow simulations to reach equilibrium with 
the forcing (Parker et al., 2019).

In this study we simplify the number of parameters that vary to exclusively be those controlling water levels in 
the model domain, M(Y). All default model parameters (in Delft3D-FLOW, SWAN, and XBeach) are used (i.e., 
surface drag and bottom friction coefficients) and the same bathymetry configuration is applied to every case. 
We follow the methodology proposed and validated by Parker et  al.  (2019), whereby time series of evolving 
conditions are approximated by a series of steady-state simulations. The design points Z derived from applying 
the MDA algorithm are assumed spatially and temporally constant during three-day simulations. This allows for 
a dynamic equilibrium to be reached in the model (i.e., storm surge resulting from atmospheric pressure anomaly 
and wind shear reaches a fully developed dynamic equilibrium). Delft3D-FLOW and SWAN are dynamically 
coupled such that wave-induced currents and water levels are communicated between the two models every 
20 min in simulated time.

The total dimensionality of M(Y) is 21 variables, with three atmospheric variables, nine wave variables, and nine 
water level variables. Atmospheric variables of PMSL, U, and V are assumed spatially and temporally constant 
during each simulation. Wave variables (HNH, TNH, DNH, HSH, TSH, DSH, HSEA, TSEA, DSEA) are also assumed to 
form a constant multi-modal spectrum along the offshore boundary of the SWAN domain. The nine variables 
are combined into a single wave spectrum, S(f, ϕ) composed of three separate JONSWAP peaks for each of the 
directional components. One of the water level variables is a mean water level composed of regional non-tidal 
residuals such as MMSLA, SLR, and the 18.6-year nodal tide cycle. The tide is then represented by the phase of 
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the leading eight constituents (M2, S2, N2, K2, K1, O1, P1, Q1). The water level at the end of a simulation is thus 
dynamic with respect to the tides. It is spatially varying and includes the nonlinear interactions between the mean 
water level, the surge induced water level, and the momentum introduced by the tides. See Parker et al. (2019) for 
further details regarding the error introduced by each of these simplifications for a similarly designed simulator 
using ADCIRC-SWAN in Grays Harbor, Washington.

The water level and complete directional wave spectra at the offshore end of each XBeach transect were extracted 
in the last instance of the 3-day Delft3D-SWAN simulations. XBeach simulations were then run in hydrostat-
ic-mode for a single hour of waves propagating over a stationary water level. Transects begin offshore in approxi-
mately 15 m water depth and continue across the barrier into San Diego Bay. XBeach in hydrostatic-mode solves 
short-wave amplitude variations separately from the long waves and currents created by radiation stress gradients. 
The model's formulism saves considerable computational time and provides a useful dynamical representation 
of the cross-shore variation in wave-induced water levels and the long-wave dominated runup on the beach face. 
Maximum runup on the beach, maximum flood depth and cross-shore distance of water behind the dune, as well 
as mean cross-shore water level are saved from each simulation.

4. Emulator Results and Validation
GPR emulators were created to predict still water levels (Section 4.1), bulk wave parameters (Section 4.2), and 
dynamic surf zone water levels containing wave setup (Section 4.3). K-fold validations and error metrics for each 
of the surrogate models can be found in Supporting Information S1 (Arlot & Celisse, 2010). Direct comparison 
of surrogate model hindcasts to observed tide gauge and wave records are provided in this section to quantify 
the cumulative error of the coupled simplified simulator and GPR design. Section 4.4 demonstrates a surrogate 
modeling configuration for predicting the binary decision of runup versus wave overtopping and the ultimate total 
water level at the artificial berm.

4.1. Emulating Still Water Levels

Surrogate models can be created between the offshore conditions and the simulated water levels at any node 
within the numerical model domain. The nodes located at the La Jolla pier tide gauge and the San Diego Bay tide 
gauge (shown in Figure 2) are used for validation of the ability of the surrogate model to reproduce tide and surge 
dynamics (see Text S1 in Supporting Information S1 for quantified errors introduced by only the use of GPR). A 
surrogate model hindcast of 34 years of water level observations at the La Jolla tide gauge produces an RMSE of 
9 cm, with mean depths and standard deviations differing by less than 1 cm (Figure 5d). Similar results are ob-
tained at the San Diego Bay tide gauge (not shown), where RMSE is 10 cm, suggesting the framework can capture 
tidal propagation dynamics between the open ocean and back bay despite using a subset of only eight constituents 
and training on 600 interference patterns of those constituents (infinite number of possible combinations).

The surrogate model additionally emulates non-tidal dynamics driving water level variability about the tidal 
signal. Figure 5c provides a temporal comparison of observed NTRs and emulated NTRs for the week containing 
the largest storm surge on record. NTRs from both the observed tide gauge and emulated tide gauge were identi-
fied using the approach of Serafin and Ruggiero (2014), which removes frequencies relevant to tidal dynamics. 
Figure 5e extends this analysis to NTRs from all hours in the 34-year hindcast, with RMSE of 7.9 cm and R2 of 
0.64. It should be noted that the intended application of the framework is to consider water levels during future 
elevated sea levels. Of the 600 cases training the surrogate model, 280 cases simulate regional water levels higher 
than those observed in the historical record. The validation in Figure 5 is thus concentrated in multi-dimensional 
space such that GPR interpolation is between a subset of the training cases as opposed to being optimized for the 
validation space.

4.2. Emulating Nearshore Waves

Nearshore wave characteristics in southern California are variable in the alongshore due to complicated wave 
refraction around the Channel Islands, complex bathymetry, and the confluence of waves from the north Pacific, 
south Pacific, and local winds. The emulator in this study accounts for this variability by including nine parame-
ters defining the spectrum as well as two parameters defining wind and allowing SWAN to generate waves within 
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Figure 5. Predicted water levels by a 21-to-1 dimensional GPR model at the same location as the La Jolla pier tide gauge. (a) Tide gauge records and emulated water 
level for December 1997, one of the highest MMSLA months on record. (b) Tide gauge records and emulated water levels for all of 1982, capturing spring-neap cycles 
as well as a 12-month seasonal signal. (c) Non-tidal residuals observed at the tide gauge records and emulated NTRs for the largest storm surge on record. 1-to-1 
comparison of (d) emulated water levels and (e) emulated non-tidal residuals compared to observations for all hours from 1980 to 2013. Gray points denote hourly 
values and density contours are provided to highlight concentration of points along 1-to-1.
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the domain. Validation of the emulator's ability to capture wave propagation and transformation from deep water 
into shallow water is performed by comparison to the CDIP MOPS product at a location in 10 m of water offshore 
of Coronado Beach. Wave characteristics were extracted from the appropriate XBeach model after transforma-
tion, and emulators for significant wave height and average wave period composed of separate 21-to-1 GPRs 
were directly compared to the 14 years of MOPS waves (Figure 6). Three months of temporal variability from 
the winter of the 2009–2010 El Niño are provided to highlight notable behavior within the emulator (Figures 6a 
and 6b). The prolonged large wave event in January is the largest event in the 14 years and was dynamically 
driven by a regional storm event (highlighted by dotted box labeled 1). The magnitude and duration is accurately 
captured by the emulator, including period variations during the event. Dynamically the emulator also captures 
the arrival of a distant swell event in the middle of February (solid line box labeled 2). Note the jump to long 
wave periods that travel faster and thus arrive first, followed by steady decrease as slower, shorter wave periods 
arrive later in the event.

The three month subset also includes an example of some of the largest errors in the emulator, in particular with 
respect to wave period in early January (dashed box labeled 3). Although wave height is accurately predicted to be 
very small, the period is incorrect by 10 s (some of the gray dots lying furthest from the 1-to-1 line in Figure 6d). 
This highlights how errors in periods are largest for low wave energy events, which has a net effect of biasing 
the emulator low compared to MOPS, and produces a relatively poor R2 = 0.26 despite the temporal variabil-
ity in Figure 6b appearing realistic. It should be noted that the MOPS spectra are pieced together with certain 

Figure 6. Validation of emulated nearshore wave conditions by time series of (a) wave height and (b) wave period for a 
3 month period during the El Niño Modoki in winter 2010 (contained the largest wave event in the record), and 1-to-1 of 
(c) wave height and (d) wave period for all hours between 2000 and 2013 presented as gray points and density contours 
highlighting concentrations within the point cloud.
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frequencies from deeper water buoys, other frequencies from shallow water buoys, and a number of smoothing 
assumptions (see O’Reilly et al., 2016), while the emulator pieces together three JONSWAPs to a single spectrum 
that is further transformed by both SWAN and XBeach. However, despite such spectra manipulation, the emulator 
captures magnitudes and temporal dynamics associated with both distant and locally-generated large swells that 
contribute to open-coast total water levels.

4.3. Emulating Surf Zone Water Levels

The XBeach simulations provide a single realization of the surf zone contingent on the spectra and water levels 
derived from each SWAN and Delft3D simulation. The spectra are sampled in a random manner such that none 
of the XBeach simulations are replicates of the exact wave by wave forcing observed during the field study de-
scribed in Section 2.4. Further, none of the 600 cases modeled for surrogate model development are forced with 
21 dimensions that exactly match the observed atmospheric and oceanic conditions during the field study. The 
coupling of XBeach is intended to provide information regarding the runup elevations and potential for dune 
overwash not resolved by Delft3D. Default hydrodynamic, wave dissipation, and bottom friction parameters were 
used in XBeach to avoid a biased calibration to the specific bathymetric profile and the limited range of relative-
ly mild conditions observed during the field study. Specific observations of runup and dune overtopping were 
unavailable precluding a validation with respect to these parameters. However, assessing the ability to emulate 
wave induced processes is necessary to determine if the wave-induced component of open beach water levels is 
captured by the proposed framework. This was evaluated with respect to wave-averaged observations such as 
wave induced set-down and setup, and the cross-shore variability observed during the field study. The mean water 
depth simulated within each XBeach case was used to create a water level surrogate model at each pressure sen-
sor location in the cross-shore of the instrumented transect immediately offshore of the NABC (Figure 7f). The 
surrogate models were created with the same approach as those already demonstrated, relating the 21 dimensions 
of forcing provided at the offshore boundaries to the XBeach mean water level predicted at a single location. If a 
sensor location did not get wet during a simulation due to low tides and/or small wave forcing, it was left out of 
the GPR training data set. This data was removed from training because the prediction of wet versus dry, or bed 
level versus water level, is effectively a step-function rather than a continuum.

Figures 7a and 7c provide examples of hourly mean water level observations between February and March 2018, 
directly compared to the emulated prediction at two different cross-shore locations. In these emulations, when 
the surrogate model predicts a water level at or beneath the bed level it is assumed that water did not reach that 
beach elevation. Figure 7e provides the mean observed and mean emulated water levels for all hours during the 
two month field study when all six sensors were wet. The cross-shore variability in the observed levels indicates 
that wave-induced setup within the surf zone is captured by the sensors. Previous studies have suggested that 
XBeach can simulate wave setup and infragravity swash on dissipative beaches with saturated surf zones but 
note that predictions are less accurate on steep beaches (Palmsten & Splinter, 2016; Stockdon et al., 2014). On 
Coronado Beach, the XBeach surrogate models reasonably resolve a similar cross-shore variation, indicating 
that the wave-induced component of open beach water levels is captured by the framework with realistic mag-
nitudes. Similar to earlier validations (Sections 4.1 and 4.2), the conditions observed in the field study are from 
a narrow subset of the full range covered by the 600 cases in the training library. Calibrated XBeach parameters 
and more design cases representative of conditions during the two month experiment would likely improve the 
comparisons.

4.4. Emulating Runup and Dune Overtopping

The mean water level validation provides confidence that XBeach surrogate models can resolve parameters rele-
vant to wave-induced flooding, such as wave runup elevations and dune overtopping volumes, although no obser-
vations exist for validation of such parameters. Runup was tracked throughout time within each simulation and is 
defined here as the maximum elevation and landward reach within the hour-long Xbeach simulation. Unlike the 
water level simulations, where surrogate model nodes are both stationary and wet in all cases, the occurrence of 
dune overtopping is a binary problem. In other words, overwash occurs in only a subset of the simulations and is 
thus a true/false classification result as opposed to a continuum. We have accounted for this behavior by including 
a binary predictive model to classify every point in emulated time as either wave runup on the beachfront or dune 
overtopping. This decision triggers either a surrogate model for runup elevation on the berm face or a surrogate 
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Figure 7. In-situ wave-averaged water depth observations during the nearshore deployment of February and March 2018 compared to a surrogate model's predictions. 
(a) At the offshore sensor with respect to time and (b) a 1-to-1 comparison. (c) At a mid-surf zone sensor with respect to time and (d) a 1-to-1 comparison. (e) The 
average observed and average emulated water level at all six sensors. (f) The cross-shore beach profile used in XBeach simulations with sensor locations marked by 
black circles. An orange circle also denotes the location of the flood-depth surrogate model.
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model for water depth behind the berm using a GPR model trained on only the relevant subset of simulations. 
Predictive models for classification problems, or true/false problems, include logistic regression, support vector 
machines, neural networks, and random forests (Goldstein et al., 2019). Each have advantages and disadvantages 
for this particular application, but the methods provided here are a demonstration of utility as opposed to an ex-
haustive investigation of the skill of different machine learning algorithms. Random forests were chosen because 
they are a classifier with the ability to become more general with more observations, as opposed to more tuned 
and potentially over-fit (Breiman, 2001) (see Text S3 in Supporting Information S1 for more details regarding 
random forest and accounting for an unbalanced data set).

Overwash was identified as any XBeach simulation where runup exceeded the dune crest. The depth of the water 
immediately behind the berm (orange dot in Figure 7) was extracted at the end of each simulation and defined 
as the backshore flood depth. Separate surrogate models for runup elevation and flood depth were then created 
using the entire data set. Five K-fold cross validations each withholding 20% of the training library from GRP 
calibration resulted in root-mean square errors for the flood depth and runup elevation surrogates of 0.91 and 
0.38 m, respectively. While the errors are considerably larger than those observed at the tide gauges, both models 
are attempting to predict higher order physical processes with large ranges (∼3 and ∼6 m, respectively). Both are 
affected by the details of the bathymetry and topography, but the flood depth in particular includes a topography 
constrained maximum. Wave-transported water fills a low point, eventually exceeding the elevation of a parking 
lot behind the berm, and any additional volume thus continues to spill over into more distant backshore locations 
without increasing the flood depth behind the berm.

5. Stochastic Emulation of Hypothetical Futures
The complete framework described herein produces hypothetical hourly forcing conditions that downscale to 
time-dependent local oceanographic parameters. To demonstrate the power of the fully stochastic coupled frame-
work, 500 different iterations of large-scale climate, and synoptic weather from 2020 to 2100 were simulated 
with the three different SLR scenarios discussed in Section 2.3. The time-explicit hourly products can be used 
to answer a broad range of questions useful for coastal planning and risk assessment. Previous studies have 
commonly focused on water levels that exceed elevation thresholds relevant to flooding, which is an ideal peak-
over-threshold query for probabilistic frameworks focused on extreme values (e.g., Ghanbari et al., 2019; Sweet 
& Park, 2014). Such analysis pertains to when in the future specific structures will regularly become impacted, 
which may indicate a need for management plans to account for downtime, moving activities altogether, or imple-
menting/strengthening flood defenses. Output from the hybrid framework presented in this work can be applied 
to the same questions with similar results. Figure 8 provides a forecast for the number of impact hours per year 
that total water levels exceed a use elevation threshold for a pier subjected to the Intermediate-High SLR curve on 
the bay-side northeast corner of the NABC. The yearly box plots signify the variability in yearly hours across all 
500 simulations. The pier is not far from the San Diego tide gauge (Figure 1), allowing for a comparison to other 
approaches. The gray boxplots in Figure 8 are derived by shifting the historically observed residual SWL distri-
bution by the Intermediate-High SLR curve and randomly sampling at an hourly frequency to create 500 time 
series analogous to the hybrid output. The impact hours per year from both methods follow the same trajectory 
(Figure 8a), demonstrating that from the perspective of a cumulative metric, the hybrid approach produces results 
consistent with traditional approaches that assume the historical distribution of still water levels will remain sta-
tionary (e.g., Ghanbari et al., 2019).

However, the number of days experiencing an impact, and thus disrupting naval base activities is potentially 
more relevant for understanding whether the exceedance is a nuisance or debilitating. The same time series in 
Figure 8a are assessed by the number of independent days per year exhibiting flooding in Figure 8b. Note that the 
probabilistic and hybrid Intermediate-High scenarios diverge within this particular metric. This is a consequence 
of the hybrid framework containing chronological behavior that results in multiple impact hours occurring on 
the same day, while the simpler approach of randomly sampling from the historical probabilities ultimately dis-
tributes those hours over more days such that days per year is biased higher (gray boxplots in Figure 8b). This 
is traditionally overcome by performing completely separate extreme value analyses for events with specific 
characteristics or for metrics at different temporal scales (i.e., hourly, daily, annual) (e.g., Ghanbari et al., 2019). 
For example, Sweet and Park (2014) used an empirical quadratic equation fit to observed water levels to project 
future nuisance flooding in San Diego at a daily scale. They defined a tipping point as being the first year with 
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at least 30 days of water levels above 0.5 m mean high high-water (MHHW), and found that 60% of simulations 
with SLR curves for RCPs 2.6, 4.5, and 8.5 resulted in a tipping point occurring between 2030 and 2040 (SLR 
curves from R. W. Kopp et al. [2014]). All three SLR curves in that work project water levels by 2100 that fall 
between the Intermediate-Low and Intermediate-Mid scenario in this work. The hybrid framework predicts the 
Sweet and Park (2014) tipping point to occur on average in 2029 for the Intermediate-Mid SLR curve and 2041 
for the Intermediate-Low curve. This suggests that the hybrid framework projects future water levels at the daily 
timescale that are in line with traditionally accepted methods. More notably, by starting with the underlying cli-
mate as the principal driver of the hybrid framework, the conditional dependence of such tipping points on large-
scale climate can be assessed. In this scenario, years exhibiting either El Niño or El Niño Modoki SST anomalies 
accounted for 47% of the Intermediate-Mid tipping points and 60% of the Intermediate-Low tipping points de-
spite such climate phenomena occurring in only 24% of years in the total simulation record. This demonstrates 
that metrics across multiple temporal scales can be derived from the same framework without needing separate 
independent forecasting methods.

An additional advantage of the presented framework is that surrogate models can be created for any location 
within the model domain, potentially aiding with naval base planning even in locations with no historical obser-
vations. Consider Figure 9, which assumes the beach profile is steady into the future to identify the number of 
daylight hours (between 6 a.m. and 6 p.m.) with an Intermediate-Mid SLR curve when the beach would be wide 
enough to conduct a particular training activity (e.g., at least 50 m between runup extent and dune toe). No his-
torical observations of beach width exist at this location, preventing traditional data-driven forecasting approach-
es. Further, this beach usability metric is time-dependent, necessitating frameworks containing chronological 
behavior. Figure 9 highlights the insight that can be derived with respect to interannual variability and future 
tipping points. The interannual variability within this metric is dominated by the 18.6-year nodal oscillation until 
mid-century, but a tipping point is eventually reached as the Intermediate-Mid SLR parabola overcomes climate 
variability and the number of usable daylight hours rapidly declines for multiple decades. A transition to a much 
slower decline then occurs in the late 2060s and persists until the end of the century. This behavior is due to the 
majority of the water level distribution exceeding the elevation contour associated with a 50-m-wide beach such 
that the necessary beach width for training is only experienced during low water extremes. Yearly variability 
due to the wave climate also consistently declines once the SLR scenario forces a mid-century drop in daylight 

Figure 8. Yearly box plots from 500 simulations of the (a) hours per year and (b) days per year that water level exceeded a 
threshold for pier usability.
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training hours. This example highlights the interplay between wave climate variability, tidal variability, and a 
particular SLR scenario. Constraints on when the tipping point occurs are most sensitive to the SLR scenario, 
but the variability across the 500 simulations indicates that cumulative variability resulting from waves, winds, 
and sea level anomalies will continue to be of an order of magnitude that is relevant to naval base management 
decisions throughout the century.

Incorporating the hybrid downscaling enables more detailed queries and unique metrics relevant to coastal man-
agement on the open coast. For example, the long term viability of the artificial berm fronting the NABC is not 
necessarily a question of the number of impact hours per year, but rather how those hours occur. Berm impacts 
resulting from runup are commonly assessed by the Storm Impact Scale (Sallenger Jr., 2000), which separates the 
maximum runup elevations into swash, collision, overwash, and flood regimes. Allocating resources to re-build 
the artificial berm does not need to occur every time there is dune collision (runup exceeding the dune toe). Such 
action becomes necessary after several consecutive hours of collision cumulatively undermines dune integrity, 
or after overtopping reduces the height of the dune top. Consecutive hours of collision can be identified in the 
runup emulator and grouped into a single event with an associated duration. Figure 10a demonstrates how the 
yearly total number of collision events evolves through time when considering the Intermediate-Mid SLR curve. 
The hybrid framework also distinguishes which of those events includes any amount of overtopping during the 
event (designated by the color of the distribution). Figure 10b provides yearly distributions for the corresponding 
durations of those collision events. The early half of the century is predominantly composed of several events 
per year with longer durations (the extreme storms). As time progresses the number of events per year increases, 
and the envelope of variability across the 500 simulations widens. The average duration also increases with time 
as longer duration events occur in the later half of the century. However the number of relatively short events 
increases considerably by 2100, skewing the distribution more and more with time. Local coastal managers 
could use this information, coupled with their experience of historical berm performance, to develop site-specific 
tipping points beyond which the artificial berm will become unmanageable. Consider a scenario in which berm 
reconstruction becomes unsustainable once there are at least six events with either overtopping or more than three 
consecutive hours of collision in a given year. The 500 simulations in Figure 10 would indicate an average tipping 
point across all climate simulations of 2071. However, 25% of the simulations reach the tipping point by 2063, 
and 10% by as early as 2051. Alternatively, another 25% do not reach the tipping point until 2078, and 10% are 

Figure 9. Identifying daylight hours between 6 AM and 6 PM when the beach width exceeds 50 m for Naval training activities. Yearly box plots and whiskers define 
the variability across 500 simulations with a 1.0 m SLR scenario imposed on all simulations.
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not until after 2083. This highlights the wide range of potential futures that could result as a consequence of the 
stochastic nature of storm activity.

An additional advantage of the hybrid framework is the ability to explicitly link detailed forcing conditions to the 
ultimate hazard being considered. Figure 11 summarizes the environmental forcing causing all hours of either 
berm collision or overtopping identified in the events in Figure 10. Average collision conditions for each year are 
defined by the black line and average overtopping conditions by the red line. Shaded patches define the 16th and 
84th percentiles of the distribution of conditions within each year. Wave energy flux from the north (FNH), south 
(FSH), and local wind seas (FSEA) are calculated as:

𝐹𝐹 =
𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌2𝐻𝐻2𝑇𝑇
64𝜋𝜋

 (5)

where ρ  =  1,025  kg/m3. All eight tidal phases are summed into a single variable, η, while the SLR, MMS-
LA, and 18.6-year nodal cycle are also summed to a single variable NTR. As the sea level rises during the 

Figure 10. (a) Distributions for the yearly number of artificial berm collision events derived from the runup surrogate model 
coupled with 500 simulations. Distribution are provided every two years to reduce visual clutter. Color of the distribution 
depends on the number of overtopping events as derived from a separate overtopping surrogate model. (b) The durations of 
the same events portrayed in (a) are provided with color indicating the average duration.
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Intermediate-Mid scenario, the average tidal elevation during dune collision lowers and the distribution of tidal 
elevations widens (Figure 11e). Similarly, the necessary FNH and FSEA to produce both collision and overtopping 
reduces as sea levels rise (Figures 11a and 11c). Conversely, the average FSH driving collision increases with time 
(Figure 11b). This dynamic is a consequence of all three sea/swell states contributing to any one runup prediction. 
Large FNH and FSEA accompanied by relatively small FSH dominate sea states inducing collision or overtopping in 
the early half of the century, resulting in a low average FSH. However sea states with low FNH and FSEA accompa-
nied by larger FSH begin to affect the berm more by the later half of the century due to elevated still water levels, 
ultimately increasing the average FSH contributing to collision. Taken as a whole, Figures 10 and 11 are represent-
ative of when nuisance berm collision begins to occur in the future. The hybrid framework identifies the changing 
wave forces responsible for potential future local impacts despite only accounting for climate change projections 
through SLR curves. However, climate change projections for other dimensions, such as wave climate change 
(e.g., L. H. Erikson et al., 2015), could be implemented in future work because the framework is fundamentally 
built on distributions specific to each forcing parameter.

Ultimately, the coupling of stochastic climate conditions with surrogate models enables the analyses demonstrat-
ed in Figures 10 and 11. The projections provide considerably more context for coastal managers compared to 
traditional exceedance approaches (e.g., Figure 8). Computational effort is required on the front-end for devel-
oping the library (the 600 CoSMoS simulations completed in 10 days on a cluster with 24 2.1 GHz processor 
cores), but applying output from the climate emulator to the surrogate models is computationally fast. Extracting 
water levels from 80 years of hourly environmental conditions (21 forcing dimensions) requires only about 4 s 
on a laptop with an Intel i5 2.6 GHz processor. This enables uncertainties and extremes to be identified akin to 
data-driven methods while retaining the benefits of dynamical models (information at locations with no historical 
data, nonlinear dynamics, alongshore variability due to bathymetric variations). The projections are also readily 
adaptable to future changes in SLR projections (Nicholls et al., 2021), as only a single forcing dimension needs 
to be updated and the same library with associated surrogates quickly produces new results.

Figure 11. The forcing conditions responsible for all collision and overtopping events identified in Figure 10. (a) Wave energy flux from the northern hemisphere, 
FNH, (b) wave energy flux from the southern hemisphere, FSH, (c) wave energy flux from the local wind sea, FSEA, (d) non-tidal residuals, NTR, as a summation of 
SLR, MMSLA, and the 18.6-year nodal tide cycle, (e) tide height at the peak of the event, (f) East-West wind component, U, and (g) North-South wind component, V. 
Average conditions causing berm collision/overtopping are denoted by the black/red lines, and transparent shaded patches represent 16th and 84th percentiles of the 
distribution.
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5.1. Limitations and Future Improvements

The methods of this work aim to remove subjective decisions from the hybrid statistical dynamical modeling 
framework, but are not exhaustive with respect to the many techniques currently being developed within the 
burgeoning field of machine learning derived surrogate models. Detailed sensitivities with respect to library size 
(Loeppky et al., 2009), design point selection algorithms (Camus et al., 2011), and accounting for unbalanced 
data sets are provided in Supporting Information S1. Perhaps the most significant limitation is that the bathym-
etry within Delft3D and beach morphology in XBeach were held static in all dynamical simulations (Serafin, 
Ruggerio, Barnard, et al., 2019). This simplification allowed the GPRs to be developed on environmental forcing, 
reducing the total number of dimensions to 21. Accounting for bathymetric evolution would necessitate adding an 
additional dimension for every node where bathymetry varied. The static assumption is significant considering 
that there is seasonal variability in the beach slope, and even the potential for slope changes within individual 
weather events as large waves can alter the beach slope over the course of a storm. Long-term changes to the lower 
beach profile and the berm profile are also neglected but can be relevant to long-term projections of runup and 
overwash. However it should be noted that the study area is a highly engineered shoreline, with the berm profile 
routinely reconstructed to pre-storm profiles. Accounting for future engineering decisions is beyond the scope 
of this paper, and the current abilities of surrogate modeling, but the derived output could aide such future deci-
sions as this modeling framework provides projections for runup and overwash that could occur if the engineered 
shoreline is maintain as currently managed.

The surrogate models presented in this work were created for specific locations within the domain. Creating a 
surrogate model for every node where water levels and waves are computed in the numerical model would be 
computationally limiting (fitting tens of thousands of individual GPRs). However, increasing the number of 
output dimensions to include more locations reduces the quality of the prediction at every location (i.e., GPR 
of 21 input dimensions to N output dimensions as opposed to 21 to 1). A promising technique for reducing the 
dimensionality of the problem is to make use of the correlation between neighboring water levels. As an exam-
ple, principal component analysis can be applied to the spatial water level output of the training library and a 
reduced number of surrogate models can be created to predict the magnitude of the dominant spatial modes (Jia 
et al., 2016). Such an analysis is the subject of ongoing work (T. Anderson, 2019), which could have the potential 
to derive spatially varying water levels to readily predict flooding along the entire extent of the bay shoreline.

6. Summary
The hybrid statistical-dynamical framework presented in this work demonstrates an approach where multiple 
burgeoning risk assessment techniques are coupled to assess potential coastal hazards for a large number of hypo-
thetical future iterations of synoptic weather. An efficient stochastic climate emulator was coupled with surrogate 
models for coastal water levels, wave-induced flooding, and wave runup to assess the likelihood of potential 
future flooding events at an artificial berm fronting San Diego, CA. The surrogate models were built using 600 
different cases of a dynamically coupled hydrodynamic-wave numerical model (Delft3D-FLOW and SWAN) 
and a loosely coupled nearshore surf zone model (XBeach). Such a framework is necessary for locations where 
extremes are dominated by compound events with varying contributions from wind-induced, wave-induced, riv-
er-induced, and even temperature-induced water level anomalies.

The output accounts for multiple time scales of variability in the climate, while also containing nonlinear feed-
backs between wave, surge, and tidal processes learned from a library of dynamic simulations. Gaussian process 
regression applied to a simplified, yet high-fidelity, numerical simulator was able to predict hourly historic water 
levels with 10 cm RMSE. Application of the surrogate models to multiple climate simulations naturally leads to a 
wide range of future resilience metrics with quantified uncertainty due to variability in the timing and magnitude 
of environmental forcings, which are inherently due to variability in climate and synoptic weather. The resilience 
metrics can provide greater context for both managers and researchers, with ability to track chronological behav-
ior while explicitly relating the local impact to the responsible offshore conditions and climate forcing. The effi-
cient framework addresses multiple limitations in current hazard frameworks. Although the upfront computation 
cost is not negligible, the library of cases requires multiple orders of magnitude less computing power than fully 
dynamic simulations of many hypothetical future climates. The results are also easily updated if and when future 
advances in constrained SLR scenarios are available. The complete approach can readily explore sensitivities to a 
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wide range of impact metrics, while capturing the uncertainty that exist in those metrics as a result of stochastic 
climate processes.

Data Availability Statement
Open-source codes used in this study to synthesize climate predictors and generate local time series of coast-
al conditions can be accessed at http://github.com/anderdyl/teslaCoSMoS (https://doi.org/10.5281/zeno-
do.5055555). Open-source codes for the Delft3D modeling framework can be downloaded at https://oss.deltares.
nl/web/delft3d/downloads, and XBeach can be downloaded at https://oss.deltares.nl/web/xbeach/downloads. The 
NCEP Climate Forecast System Reanalysis (CFSR) is freely available at https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/data-access/
model-data/model-datasets/climate-forecast-system-version2-cfsv2 and Extended Reconstructed Sea Surface 
Temperature Version 4 (ERSSTv4) data are freely available through the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration (NOAA) from their website at https://data.nodc.noaa.gov/cgi-bin/iso?id=gov.noaa.ncdc:C00884. 
Tide gauge records are also freely available from NOAA for San Diego Bay, CA at https://tidesandcurrents.noaa.
gov/stationhome.html?id=9410170 and the open ocean pier in La Jolla, CA at https://tidesandcurrents.noaa.gov/
stationhome.html?id=9410230.
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